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Shaiikar makes this position still clearer in other places. In his com-
ment on a passage in Chhand.ogya TJpamshad,1 he formulates this
question:—Does this mean that all we see is a non-entity, because
the rope as the serpent is a non-entity ? And he answers that question
by saying, " No, we say, it is sat itself that is mistaken for dualities
and diversities, and there is no non-existence anywhere. . . . ,
It is sat alone which names and is named as other things ; just as the
rope that is named serpent under the notion of its being a serpent
. . . WIdle those that know the rope set aside the name and the
idea of the serpent, ... in the same manner, those, that have a
discriminating knowledge of sat, set aside all words and ideas denoting
the modifications 3?.
So also in M&ndukya,2 he says,no imagination can stand upon nothing;
it must have a substratum to rest upon and that substratum is Atman
{Brahma). It is the Atman itself that is imagined to be something else.
It is the All-pervading Paramdtma 3 itself which appears disguised
as Sthula (gross), Sukshma (subtle) and Parana (causal) bodies. All
the Universe is Brahma and what is predicated of that Universe has
no existence separate from the substratum^
So far with regard to the phenomenal reality of the world.
Then, as to the thinker of the thought that the world is unreal,
Shankar, too, like Spinoza, exempts that thinker from (the illusion ?.
Being the prius of such. a thought, being himself the " criterion, of
the illusory ", he caimot be and is not illusory. He is absolutely real.5
1 VI, 2-3. The original text is   4 €t Viveka Ohud^mani," 233:—
worth quoting:-           ^             ^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ,
ST^^ft^^^^T^ ^TOK°T      ^^^^^^ „
^ I W W OT^ ^TOT^^T^^   5 ShanWs^aioss. on M^nd. Up. 11,
ww ^h^th rr^rH ^ 5nT '• l......... 32:—  ^
^ g WmWTTO^TO^ ^ ^T^TT      ^Tr^ W1   ^^n^
^T ^ ^^ ^ ^^:^      ^^^^^ :
T-_c_^_ _^_   _ <:'-s   _a. rN -m>^     (the thinker, being ex Jwpothosi in.
^IlTO^T^r 3 WTHm?Tg^T PrTOT-  existence prior to the thought, cannot
-••...;"?T^ U fS^ +^%^T^T^TC^F5^  ^e obviously described as [<^ayunreal).
-yyr i'a-rS-31 i                           Shankar refers to the 'ummagmed
^ W^ l                           residuum)  which  persists  on the
2 11,33:—                         elimination of the (Jealpand) idea, and
^TC^^f ^mN^FT ^m^rrss  WIXich. by reason of that Yery persist-
--rr—, ———   ^^ __          rN   ^c® ^ proved not to be an idea but
^ ^3^ ^W5^Tn^..<..,...^T?  theKeality.
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